through endogenous and exogenous factors. For example, in our study area in northeastern Ecuador, farmers make decisions on planting coffee primarily on the basis of demand (perceived or actual) for coffee in Europe and on import-substitution policies established by the Ecuadorian government. Between households and global markets, there are decisions made at the local, provincial, and national levels on such issues as the placement of roads, bridge locations, and truck taxes, all of which can affect land use and cover change (LUCC). Factors such as the availability of credit, household size, availability of technology, labor arrangements, and prior land uses all combine to affect LUCC in complex, interacting ways. Models addressing LUCC scenarios need to integrate these factors, various temporal dimensions (extent and resolution), and spatial interactions, including feedbacks and thresholds of humanê nvironment interactions that function across thematic domains and space^time scales and thereby influence human behavior and LUCC decisionmaking.
It also is important to recognize that biophysical processes are a vital component of LUCC. Important resource endowments affect LUCC patterns. The interrelationships among such factors have received considerable attention from the ecological sciences and other modeling communities (Liverman et al, 1998; Mettens and Lambin, 1997; Turner et al, 1995) , whereas the human dimensions of change modelers have generally lacked the longitudinal socioeconomic and demographic data linked to land owned or used at the household level. Environmental modeling often takes the approach that events are static in time and space. The more complex models, attempting to define processes over time (for example, Gap analysis and global circulation models), rarely, if ever, include human activity as an integrated process. Human effects are difficult to model and do not follow the mechanistic forms favored by ecological modelers. The processes of land change and degradation, although in many cases directly observable, have only recently been the subject of spatial modeling (Blaikie and Brookfield, 1987; Clarke et al, 1997; Messina, 2001; Messina and Walsh, 2001; Phillips, 1999) . In the context of northeastern Ecuador it is readily apparent that individual and household processes combine with social, biophysical, and geographical processes that occur at different space and time scales through feedbacks and thresholds to affect LUCC. Individuals and households can choose from an array of LUCC factors and forces incorrectly, they may make decisions based upon the decisions of their neighbors or other units of social organization, or decide to satisfy perceived needs of a society far removed from their own (Sioli, 1985) . There are many possible routes that an individual or household might take in making land-use decisions (Boserup, 1965) . These changing temporal and spatial signatures of development provide insights into the activities that currently encourage land clearing (Allen and Barnes, 1985) . In this way, spatial patterns point to a set of factors that can explain recent changes in local to regional rates of LUCC and can provide focused spatial constructions suitable for modeling. The`discretization' of landscape phenomena in a dynamic simulation defines morphogenesis, and for these analyses, the changing spatial conditions of the Oriente landscape are characterized by means of cellular automata (CA) rules, empirical neighborhood relationships, and initial conditions. Within the context of CA modeling and population^environment interactions research, the basic intent of this study was to describe the development of a CA model applied to the examination of LUCC dynamics in a frontier environment in the northeastern Ecuadorian Amazon.
The study site is being transformed by a host of social, biophysical, and geographical forcesöfor instance, the in-migration of spontaneous colonists seeking land for household use; high human fertility patterns within the region that increase development pressures on accessible land and further increase population density through land subdivisions and urbanization; expanded exploration and extraction of petroleum that make remote locations more accessible through road development for renewed colonization; and urban development and expansion as farmers seek more off-farm employment opportunities, and service and market centers become more widespread. Access and terrain settings constrain settlement patterns, and hence shape land-use and land-cover dynamics. The result is a landscape that is changing from one dominated by primary forest to one dominated by a fragmented pattern of subsistence and commercial agriculture, pasture, secondary forest transitions, and urbanization. This research describes the elements of the CA model that was designed to generate spatial simulations of LUCC using disparate data types (for example, a satellite time series, longitudinal social survey data, and GIS coverages), local growth rules, neighborhood associations, and initial conditions. Therefore, the objectives are twofold: (1) examine the population^environment issues affecting LUCC within the study area, and (2) describe how spatial simulations within a CA environment were used to model LUCC in a frontier environment that is experiencing deforestation, agricultural extensification, and urbanization.
Research context
The goal of the science of complexity is to understand how simple, fundamental processes can combine to produce complex holistic systems (Gell-Mann, 1994) . Luhman (1985) argues that`complex systems' are systems that contain more future possibilities than could ever be actualized. Nonequilibrium systems with feedbacks can lead to nonlinearity and may evolve into systems that exhibit criticality (Bak et al, 1988 ). This approach is based on the contention that some systems become complex, and hence computer simulation modeling is appropriate to capture the system dynamics that reductionist-based, process-driven science cannot appropriately explain. Some systems contain multiple variables with apparent complexity. But a system based on multiple variables does not in itself guarantee complexity. Complex systems generally exhibit processes and relationships that are nonlinear as well as embody hierarchal lineages that operate at different spatial and temporal levels. According to Clarke et al (1997) and Cilliers (1998) , complex systems consist of (a) elements not effectively described by conventional means, (b) elements that may interact dynamically, (c) interactions that may be nonlinear and operate though feedback mechanisms, (d) elements specified through neighborhood functions, (e) disequilibrium and open systems that characterize its scope, and (f ) past conditions that imprint the present as well as the future.
CA models were originally conceived by Ulam and von Neumann in the 1940s to provide a formal framework for investigating the behavior of complex, extended systems (von Neumann, 1966) . CA are dynamic, discrete space-and-time systems. They consist of a regular grid of cells, each of which can be in one of a finite number of k possible states, and are updated synchronously in discrete time steps according to a local, identical interaction rule. The state of a cell is determined by the previous states of a surrounding neighborhood of cells (Wolfram, 1984) . The difficulty in modeling population^environment interactions in CA or otherwise has been the need to have a dual simulation mode of model construction. Human systems are likely to be stochastic, whereas many natural systems are adequately modeled deterministically. In the complex systems framework, this dismisses the positivist model of direct parameterization of the human condition while avoiding the relativistic and ungeneralizable humanity of postmodernism. Combining stochastic and deterministic processes in a single model is a critical challenge. However, based on ongoing research (for example, Messina, 2001) , an effective approach is to use empirical analyses to establish the manner in which human behavior is associated with LUCC, and then use CA (and the associated complexity theory) to model spatially and temporally the processes using alternative images that capture the patterns of LUCC from the time series for model building as well as calibration and evaluation.
2 Ecuadorian study site The study site in the northern Oriente region of the northeastern Ecuadorian Amazon (figure 1) is significant from a social, biophysical, and geographical perspective. Settlers in the Napo and Sucumbios provinces are generally poor, small-scale farmers, who originally settled on 50 ha plots called fincas, clearing primary forest to grow subsistence crops (for example, yucca), as well as commercial crops (for example, coffee), and to create small pastures for cattle. High population fertility and mortality rates characterize this rural population of in-migrant settlers. The`natural' process of frontier settlement in Ecuador's Amazon is not confounded by chronic conflict and land disputes (as in much of Brazil) or by illegal coca growing (as in Peru) (Blaikie and Brookfield, 1987) . Furthermore, large-scale urbanization, extensive logging, and large ranches are not yet found in Ecuador as in other Amazonian countries.
Although the fundamental causes of deforestation in the humid tropics vary across and within countries, small farmers are the primary direct agents of LUCC in Ecuador (Bromley, 1989; Pichon and Bilsborrow, 1999; Rudel and Horowitz, 1993; Skole and Tucker, 1993; Southgate and Whitaker, 1994) . In Ecuador rapid deforestation has occurred initially as farmers clear small areas for annual subsistence crops and to plant perennial cash crops. Then, as they accumulate savings and soil fertility declines, they plant pasture and acquire a few head of cattle. In Ecuador there has been virtually no abandonment of plots as land degrades; instead farmers sell off parts of their plots to newcomers, who initiate their own pattern of land clearing. However, their plots are smaller, so they have less land for raising cattle or even subsistence, and as a consequence, rely more on off-farm employment, thus increasing local urbanization.
The focus on the Ecuadorian Amazon is significant for environmental and socioeconomic reasons. The western Amazon region, bordering the Andes and lying at the headwaters of the Amazon River basin, possesses several major centers of endemism (Whitmore and Prance, 1987) . Despite being one of Myers's (1988) global`hot spots' of biodiversity, the region is threatened by deforestation, agricultural extensification, and incipient urbanization. Among the Amazon-basin countries, Ecuadorian forests are disappearing most rapidly (FAO, 1995) . Oil exploration, road construction, in-migration of spontaneous colonists, and urban expansion threaten major conservation areas (Cuyabeno Faunal Reserve and the Yasuni National Park) located contiguous to colonization zones. Local indigenous communities are a vocal and politically powerful stakeholder group within the region. Culturally varied, the indigenous groups have differed in their level of participation in the commercial economy that chiefly characterizes the colonists within the Oriente. With smaller land parcels and less aggregate land being transformed, the indigenous communities have less direct effect on the LUCC calculus of the region, but they serve as barriers or impediments to LUCC by colonists, because of restricted encroachment on formally or informally titled land held by indigenous groups.
Data
This Ecuadorian research project has spanned much of the last decade. Initially, it was perceived as a 1990 cross-sectional study of spontaneous colonists who entered the northern Oriente region of the Ecuadorian Amazon to obtain land on roads built by the oil industry for the exploration and extraction of petroleum that began in the mid to late 1960s. In 1990 a two-stage sampling design was used to select a sample of farm plots, settled by spontaneous migrant families. The sample frame used was a list of farm`sectors' provided by the Ecuadorian land-titling agency. In the first stage, sectors were sampled with probabilities of selection proportional to estimated size. Thus, 64 sectors were selected from the total of 275 sectors settled by that data. In the second stage, farm plots were selected from each sector in proportion to the size of the sector; a cluster of 6^10 settler plots was selected randomly from each sector. The final sample comprised 408 settler plots on which 418 families were living in the main colonization area. In 1999 the same 408 plots were revisited, and all farms and new subdivisions in the same geographic space were (re)interviewed, resulting in a sample of 768 farms plus 111 additional house lots created by subdivision and parcelization especially near the major towns. Detailed questionnaires were administered separately to the head of the household (usually male) and spouse. The location of each farm with all subdivisions and dwelling units was referenced with GPS (Global Positioning System) technology. In 2000, questionnaires were administered to community leaders, farmers, teachers, and health professionals. Retrospective data were collected to allow the assessment of changes over time and space in urban populations in the region.
In addition to the socioeconomic and demographic data that were collected through the longitudinal survey, a time series of remotely sensed data was acquired that included aerial photography (1990) , Landsat MSS and TM data (1973^2002) , and IKONOS (1999 and 2002) very high spatial resolution panchromatic and multispectral satellite data for`control' farms where LUCC parcels were identified, spatially referenced, and described. Also, base maps produced by the Ecuadorian Instituto Geographica Militaire (IGM) were digitized and a collection of derived GIS thematic coverages (for example, roads, hydrography, towns, elevation, and soils) were entered into the project database. Contours and point elevations were digitized from the IGM 1:50 000 topographic maps. Field verification plots (with GPS coordinates) and sketch maps of past and current land use for the survey farms were also available. Using selected Landsat TM images data, land use/land cover were classified by using a multiphase hybrid approach described by Messina (2001) . In brief, an unsupervised approach, using the ISODAT (iterative self-organizing data) decision rule, was used to generate 255`naturally' occurring spectral classes, which were subsequently reduced to about 30 by using classification statistics to combine classes. Then a supervised approach was applied using a maximum-likelihood classifier to relate the unclassified pixels to the 30 spectral classes defined through the unsupervised approach. The classification approach was designed to be repeatable across all images within the time series, rely upon classification statistics for clustering, and limit the use of in-situ data in the classification process. A generalized set of the mapped classes was used in this research for each set of image data considered ö1973, 1986, 1989, 1996, and 1999. 4 Model development As a subset of the broader category of ecosystem models, dynamic spatial simulation models are used to predict the spatial and temporal patterns, here of LUCC. As an abstraction, the models reflect the process of occupation and agent interaction with the landscape. Part of the modeling requirement is the focus on modeling the highest level of abstraction necessary to capture the details of the system (Dale et al, 1993) . As a CA theory-based simulation, model building focuses on small localities surrounding the surveyed locations for which high-quality data are available for model development, calibration, and validation (Messina and Walsh, 2001; Messina et al, 1999; Walsh et al, 2003) . It is expected, via a priori assumptions, that there are both nonlinear and hierarchical relationships among the physical, spatial, and socioeconomic factors that govern the mapped LUCC. Model development relies upon relationships between an interpretation of the socioeconomic and demographic household characteristics from the 1990 and 1999 longitudinal surveys, community characteristics from the 2000 survey, road and river networks, biophysical data, and LUCC data from a classified time series of Landsat TM images. LUCC includes the type, magnitude, direction, and rate of change referenced to a 30 m pixel.
Morphological and cellular processing
Morphological and cellular processing refers to a class of spatial filtering operations used to change the shape of the binary`on' region of a class within a larger class map. The method of assigning membership to the active community of cells is very specifically cellular processing, which uses arithmetic evaluations of pixel values over a specified neighborhood and a comparison of results to an assigned threshold. Equation (1) shows the process, where I represents the image, and Z describes the neighborhood pixels around the center pixel. The second component calculates the number of connected groups of pixels in the neighborhood x(i, j, Z ). The results are compared with user-set thresholds T f and T x discussed in the next paragraph. The center pixel is then essentially turned on and off (Seul et al, 2000) .
Two specific cellular operations are used during the modeling process, erosion [equation (2)] and dilation [equation (3)]. Erosion is used within the context of the modeling environment to remove specific on pixels along the edges of boundaries and to increase the size of holes or islands.
on, if Ii 0 , j 0 off, and fi, j, Z 5 T f ,
In equations (2) and (3), (i, j ) all pixels, and (i 0 , j 0 ) on or off pixels, respectively; I is the main element; T f is a connectivity threshold, and T x is a neighborhood threshold (Seul et al, 2000) . T x is set only when connectivity conditions must be met.
For the presented models, connectivity is always set to x(i, j, Z ) 4 T x 8, a condition which is always met except along the boundaries of the ISA where computational mirroring is specified. Dilation, the more commonly used function within the Ecuador modeling scheme, is used to fill holes or add pixels along a region boundary. Dilation changes an off pixel to on if the number of neighborhood on pixels exceeds a threshold (Seul et al, 2000) . The adjustment of threshold values can create a scenario that closely mimics convolution. By adjusting the threshold values, which may range from 0 to 7, the rate of change is controlled and isotropic effects can be constrained (Seul et al, 2000) .
Recently, CA models have been applied to the study of general phenomenological aspects of the world, including communication, computation, construction, growth, reproduction, competition, and evolution (Burks, 1970; Messina and Walsh, 2001; Perrier et al, 1996; Smith, 1969) . The question of whether CA can model not only general phenomenological aspects of our world, but also the laws of physics was raised by Fredkin and Toffoli (1982) . A primary theme of this research is the formulation of computational models of system dynamics that are information preserving and reversible (Margolus, 1984) . The ability of a system to grow, alter its rate of growth, and possibly reverse or`die' is a fundamental goal in biological or human system CA modeling (Ermentrout and Edelstein-Keshet, 1993) . The urban systems modeled by Clarke et al, (1996) and replicated here follow attempts to mimic biological patterns of development. CA models also provide a useful discrete model for dynamical systems theory, focusing on the emergence of well-characterized collective phenomena, such as ordering, turbulence, chaos, symmetry breaking, and fractal space (Bennett and Grinstein, 1985; Vichniac, 1984) . The systematic study of CA models in this context was pioneered by Wolfram (1983) . Within the discipline of geography, the application of CA models has only recently emerged most noticeably by Clarke et al (1997) , but in the larger scientific community, especially computer science, a number of spatial cellular models have been developed (Barnsley, 1988; Batty and Longley, 1994; Gracias et al, 1997; Wolfram, 1983; Yamamoto and Kaneko, 1997) .
Model operations
The operations for the LUCC model computationally link the theory/data and the simulation/computational framework. The steps outlined below are classical CA approaches and are generically defined after Clarke et al (1996; and Messina (2001) : 1. reduction of space to a grid or tessellation of cells/square grids; 2. establishment of an initial set of conditions, which does not have to be the origin of the entire system, but can be any spatial arrangement of the phenomenon; 3. development of a set of transition rules between iterations; 4. recursive application of the rules in a sequence of iterations of the spatial pattern.
Step 1 refers to the use of a two-dimensional array; a raster image used in the models to characterize system behavior, here, LUCC patterns over space and time.
Step 2 describes the existence of an initial condition. By using the time series of imagery, it is possible to create an initial condition represented in a two-dimensional image at any point within the sequence of images contained within the time series. This time point is critical, as it serves as the initial condition or starting point for the models.
Step 3 refers to the development of transition rules, and step 4 addresses the time-based or iterative component of the overall design. Once the model has been set and the rules established, the model runs independently of analyst manipulation. Therefore, model development involves (1) determining the rules from an existing system, (2) calibrating the CA to be consistent with historical data (for example, satellite images), and (3) predicting the future by allowing the model to continue to iterate with the same rules applied for each time step. Calibration is the process of fitting the model to mimic reality.
General growth rules for an Oriente analogue
Growth rules might more accurately be described as change rules. There are essentially three types of growth or change that occur. The first is`organic growth', which, in this study, represents the outward spread of development from existing urban centers, thereby characterizing the tendency of cities to expand through diffusive processes. It also represents the expansion of the development front into primary forest. Organic growth is easily implemented through the use of either a traditional convolution method or the presented cellular processing method. Second is spontaneous growth, which occurs, in this research, when a randomly chosen cell falls sufficiently close to an urbanized cell, simulating the influence of changed or changing areas on their surroundings (Clarke et al, 1996) . Third, dispersive growth promotes the random dispersed development of urban centers, regardless of proximity functions (Clarke et al, 1997) . This particular change implementation is really more of an extension of the organic growth model and manifests through random-number fields. Road-influenced growth, possibly the most important driver of landscape alteration in the Oriente, encourages`anthropomorphized' cells to develop along the transportation network, replicating the effects of increased accessibility and associated land conversion through development. The likelihood of settlement and consequent deforestation along a road is high yet variable, depending upon access to markets and road-surface type. This component is the most important driver in this environment of new development in nonadjacent change. Organic growth is the dominant driver of LUCC, but accessibility is the single most important directional force for change. The river system provides a regular transportation network, but it is less important than the road network. If the study area were larger, the effect of rivers would be greater, because of the remoteness of the study area and the consolidated nature of the roads in colonist areas. Conversely, indigenous communities are linked to the colonist settlements and to other indigenous communities chiefly through the river network.
Random numbers
The random-number generation procedure is vital to successful CA-based LUCC modeling, especially within the context of dynamic change modeling (Van Niel and Laffan, 2003) . This particular step is controversial in that CA models were originally deterministic, but by creating an element of randomization, reality is more closely approximated (G Malanson, personal communication, 2000; Messina et al, 1999) . The pseudo-random-number algorithm used is a variation of``ran1'' with a randomly assigned seed value for each model run (for example, see . By design, the total number of random pixels selected in each model run was low and, therefore, development of an additive set of rules was necessary. This additive requirement works in conjunction with the basic iterative tenants of CA modeling. Although not explicitly documented in the CA literature, this design element is meant to improve the results of the simulations by creating a wider variety of potential outcomes, while minimizing spatial randomness.
Exclusion elements
As with any system, certain components may be defined as exclusionary or limiters to change. Within the physical world, soils, slopes, water bodies, and any number of other biophysical conditions may be viewed as restrictions to growth. Within the northern Oriente, exclusion elements included steep slope angles, urban areas (when evaluated within the context of change in agriculture and secondary forest), rivers and lakes, national parks, and the remote borders of the study area near politically troubled Colombia.
4.6 IDL-based CA modeling IDL (Interactive Data Language) is designed to facilitate the complex manipulation of multidimensional arrays. Within IDL the Visual IDL Programming environment was used to facilitate the assembly and testing of individual model components. The visual nodes are tools used to create a graphical model of data-input operations, analytical functions, decision criteria, and output operations represented in the form of a flow chart, which ports to pure IDL language (figure 2). The following sections provide a graphical overview of the modeling steps implemented. The first section describes thè Main' procedure of the program, which spatially partitions the data and ports it to the appropriate subroutines: urban and flux (that is, agriculture to secondary forest succession and the reverse). These subroutines receive their respective inputs from the Main procedure of the program, and serve as pathways for data to move to other major operations.
Main procedure
In this section of the program, the input datasetöthe 1986 classified Landsat TM imageöwas partitioned into individual binary classes (for example, forest^nonforest). The background and water classes were modified to facilitate the reassembly of the data. The agriculture, secondary forest, and urban classes were sent to specific subroutines. The dense forest class was not modified. The logical order of LUCC transition was from primary forest to flux, either agriculture or secondary forest/ degraded forest, and finally to urban. Urban was considered an end state, dense forest was considered a beginning state, and agriculture and secondary forest classes were flux states in which it was possible to switch from one to the other repeatedly. Background and waterbodies were held as constants. The Main procedure essentially partitioned the data, organized and integrated the subroutines, and produced graphical output (figure 3).
Subroutines
Two significant subroutines were developed. The first subroutine was the urban growth component (figure 4). The input dataset was the urban class extracted from the 1986 image, and two additional datasets: (1) a random number dataset of the same dimensions as the input image was created by using a uniform distribution function, and (2) an accessibility surface derived from the transportation network. Access was included in this subroutine because urbanization was not allowed to occur outside of the access constraints. The output datasets from the access model and the random number generator were combined and rescaled by using an adjustable conditional statement. This new dataset was added to the input urban class, processed, and rescaled to binary. The flux subroutine (figure 5) was an improvement on earlier implementations for addressing agriculture/secondary forest flux (Messina, 2001) . The two components were modified simultaneously, but class assignment occurred after modification. The input datasets were the agriculture and secondary forest classes extracted in the Main procedure from the 1986 Landsat TM image. There were three additional datasets used in this phase: (1) a random number dataset of the same dimensions as the input, created by using a uniform distribution function, (2) an accessibility surface derived from the transportation network, and (3) a topographic relief surface, the second derivative of elevation, derived from the digital elevation model. Geographic accessibility and the elevation derivative were hypothesized to affect deforestation and agriculture extensification substantially, and were thus included in this phase.
The subroutine runs by first combining the two class maps into a single flux class. The combination allows for comparability between the two models, which seems to mimic reality more appropriately. Simultaneously, the accessibility image and the random number image were added together, the topographic relief image was subtracted from it, and then combined with the flux image. This new image was processed through dilation. The newly created flux pixels were assigned membership to a particular class through a probability surrogate, added back to their respective classes, and output for the next iteration. The parameters requiring adjustment were: (1) access, plus random numbers, minus topographic relief (conditional), (2) agricultural probability, (3) secondary forest probability, and (4) the dilation coefficient. The two subroutines when added together represent a single model iteration, or in analog terms, a single year. An alternative approach could use subroutine repetition to represent changing local conditions, exogenous shocks, or updates in any class or input dataset.
Model parameterization and calibration
Parameterization refers to the process of assigning temporal constants to the structures, procedures, or functions within the model itself, and the process of justifying the existence of those same structures. In the model presented, an example of a parameter is the dilation coefficient. In process-based models, parameterization occurs via direct measurement or statistical prediction. In this CA model, both statistical and nonstatistical inferences are made with the goal of fitting the appearance of the model to reality or, more appropriately, reference data or images. Once the implementations of particular cellular operations have been decided, the parameterization of the individual model components is the next step in the logical sequence. The constants may be single values or multidimensional arrays. Calibration refers to the process of refining the parameter settings to mimic reality more closely. Validation is commonly performed with process-based models. Frequently, CA modeling systems confuse validation with calibration, with the models designed to fit reality, measured against a control or reference image, the measure of successful validation.
LUCC data
The LUCC data serve as the base level of information needed to run the model and derive the parameters. The LUCC class maps derived from the satellite image time series provided the initial conditions and measures to test and calibrate the two models. Table 1 illustrates the regional LUCC matrix as measured in hectares for the respective images. The most important factor to notice is the change vector associated with secondary forest and agriculture.
Although the change in percentage urban was the greatest of the LUCC classes mapped, the dense forest class had the greatest change in total area. The greatest change in the overall percentage of LUCC occurred early in the LUCC cycle, essentially before 1990. A significant finding is that a change occurred in the total area in agriculture versus secondary forest during the time period 1989 to 1996, verified through the field campaign of 2000. Essentially, a significant proportion of the region was cleared in the late 1980s likely because of the rapid influx of migrants, availability of credit, and, as oil revenues were realized, exploration and production increased. Much of the increase in land clearing can also be tied to coffee prices, which, in the late 1980s, were at record highs. The majority of the coffee sites randomly selected during the field-collection process were between five and ten years old. The coffee crop becomes productive within four years, and at many sites, coffee stands of only five years had significantly closed canopies. Consequently, in 1989 a significant amount of cleared land was classified as secondary forest or coffee in 1996. This functional shift in class membership necessitated the search for a modeling method that would address variable or transitory states. This concern led to the creation of the transition probability adjustments to the CA model.
A Markov process is a sequence of experiments with a set of properties including a fixed number of states, dependence upon the present, and an outcome defined by a movement to another state or maintenance of the same state. However, neighborhood has no impact on the Markov process. Although the models used no Markov analyses per se, the development of the fundamental Markovian dataset of transition probabilities was used as a significant component to the IDL model. The respective transition probabilities were derived from summary correlations or cross-tabulations of all years with respect to the first year. Specifically, cross-tabulations were performed with 1973 data applied to the other four images. The transition states were based upon the differences between the 1986 to 1999 image time series. The 1973^86 transition was derived by fitting a line from 0/0, the transition probability that a forest class would change to agriculture or secondary forest from/to 1973. This assumption was required to derive the initial transition probabilities and is a logical trade of space for time. Within this implementation, the transition probabilities for secondary forest and agriculture were the only ones of concern as urban is a terminal class and primary forest is acted upon through deforestation and serves as part of the background matrix. Consequently, the agriculture to secondary forest transition probabilities were normalized to 100. Figure 6 provides a graphic example of the Markovian output and table 2 provides the parameters used in the model. The projected probabilities were created by using the autoregressive time-series technique (after Messina and Walsh, 2001 ).
Household survey
The household survey models presented in table 3 are for the 1990 and 1999 survey periods. Collected as part of a longitudinal survey of 6% of the farms in 1990, the regression results were reported by Walsh et al (2003) , and bear upon the modelparameterization process by providing evidence of how neighborhoods impact LUCC change as indicated by on-farm household surveys. Table 3 indicates that demographic variables, such as household size, have important effects on forest cover, though the effects of household size and composition were important in both 1990 and 1999. Especially important were the effects of continuing migration into the region in leading to plot subdivisions and fragmentation, raising population density, shrinking farm size, and increasing population pressures on the land. Ecological factors, such as soil quality and topography, were found to have effects as farms with better soils and flatter terrain were easier to farm and hence were cleared more. Farms closer to roads had easier access to markets and towns, and were more likely to be cleared for use. The distance variables have the strongest effects on LUCC, especially walking distance to the road. Duration of residence has fairly consistent effects in the same directionölonger duration leads to more clearing, though the relationship, for a single owner, is nonlinear, decreasing over time. Having legal title to farms leads to less clearing, though the effects are modest in 1999.
Access
Accessibility is created via the binary conversion of the access raster data layer. Building buffers around roads to evaluate access was a viable option, but after field experience, it seemed less meaningful than an evaluation of accessibility itself. Therefore, one was created in ArcInfo GRID (ESRI Inc., Redlands, CA) that involves the generation of a least-cost surface. Similar in concept to Euclidean distance functions, the least-cost surface involved the calculation of the actual distance from one point to another, that is, the shortest weighted distance (or accumulated travel cost) from each cell to the nearest cell in the set of source cells. In addition, the weighted distance functions used units of cost, which required a source grid and a cost grid. Operationally, the cost grid assigned impedance values in some uniform-unit measurement that depicted the costs involved in moving through any particular cell. The value of each cell in the cost grid was assumed to represent the cost-per-unit distance of passing through the cell that corresponded to the cell width. The assigned costs were allocated on the basis of the type of road, as indicated on the 1990 topographic maps. The cost values were collected during the field campaign of 2000. The new roads built since 1990 were also mapped and the 1990 base layer for the region updated. The costdistance function created an output grid in which each cell was assigned the cumulative cost to the closest source cell. The location of the central market in Lago Agrio, the region's central place, was the source cell. The algorithm utilized the node^link cell representation, in which the center of a cell was considered a node and connected by links to its adjacent nodes. To relate the dataset to the random numbers and relief procedures, the accessibility image was rescaled from 0 to 1. The cost surface was linked to the LUCC maps by converting the cost surface to an 8-bit thematic dataset so that summary correlations could be evaluated. The cost surface was parsed into five classes by means of natural breaks, and evaluated with respect to the LUCC class maps for each of the respective images in the time series. Summary correlation is a tool within ERDAS IMAGINE (Leica, Geosystems, Heerbrugg) that produces cross-tabulation statistics to compare class values between two thematic files (the observed: the reference image; and the expected: the modeled surface). Output includes the number of points, number of hectares, and class or covertype percentage area (table 4) . Figures 7^9 show sample LUCC class percentage across the image years. Figure 7 (over) provides supporting evidence for the change in urban structure over time. The urban area exceeded the infrastructural development in the late 1980s, but has since infilled relative to the road network. Field observations support this contention. The road database used for the modeling was created in 1990, but after extensive travel throughout the region, it was learned that very few new roads had been created and some unimproved roads had disappeared. Nevertheless, all new roads were added to the database. The medium^low sites are dominated by oil-exploration activities; the urban pixels identified in those regions are transient and less dependent upon the transportation network. Agricultural accessibility is much less dominated by a single trend, as is the urban accessibility. Areas of medium^low access dominate for this class. However, all levels of access are significantly represented. The emerging trend of agricultural extensification occurring late in the time series supports the initial hypothesis of development occurring in more remote areas as the available lands decline and resource endowments decrease through use and land degradation. Secondary forest represents diverging change trajectories. A secondary forest class may be abandoned agricultural land or degraded primary forest. Note the similar patterns of the low-access and high-access trend lines, particularly around 1989, the year that saw the greatest change in LUCC conditions mapped from the satellite data. The accessibility trends for dense forest illustrate (figure 8) a predictable sequence of events. In the early 1970s dense forest was the dominant cover type. As time progressed, the amount of land in the dense forest class declined until the only remaining forests were in areas with poor access. 1973 1986 1989 1996 1999 Figure 8. Dense forest pixel placement by accessibility and year.
Relief
Relatively limited macroscale topographic relief characterizes the northern Oriente, with elevation ranges from approximately 270 m to 345 m above sea level. However, local topography does vary significantly. Although there is some correlation between gross elevation and LUCC classes, relief is considered to be more relevant to an individual farmer's decisions on land use (figure 9). According to the 1990 and 1999 social surveys, relief is an indicator of agricultural activity, especially when related to the amount of land in forest and the nature of agricultural extensification. Consequently, a relief layer was created by evaluating change in elevation over a specified neighborhood, a 7 Â 7 pixel window applied through a focal function. The output was a two-dimensional array with floating point values ranging from near 0 to slightly more than 18. These values, representing the standard deviations of elevation change, were subtracted from the sum of the accessibility layer and then rescaled to values ranging from 0 to 1.
In 1973 the region was experiencing initial settlement and oil exploration. The town of Lago Agrio covered only a few hundred hectares, but the nearby region was dominated by petroleum-related services and activities. Heavy equipment created the terrain necessary for drilling. Secondary forest and urban became significantly less common in areas of greatest relief. By 1986 some trends were starting to emerge ö urban areas were now most commonly associated with lower relief areas, but less so for agriculture and secondary forest. Dense forest became less common in areas of low relief, but dominant in high-relief areas. By 1989 the urban transition had continued into the areas of lowest relief, and the patterns of agriculture and secondary forest diverged. Agriculture emerged as the second most common class in areas of high relief, possibly thanks to the expansion of coffee as market prices soared. As time progressed, the highly accessible areas were developed and only those less accessible areas of correspondingly high relief remained. This trend remained relatively constant across time, a factor important for testing the cellular parameterization.
Cellular parameterization: IDL
There are three basic parameters that are set in the IDL-based implementation: (1) the dilation coefficient for the urban class, (2) the dilation coefficient for the flux class, and (3) the transition probabilities for the flux-class assignment. The basic assumption was that a change in flux could be either secondary forest or agriculture. Therefore, the transition probabilities used in the parameterization phase for the flux class were set for a 50/50 split. For both dilation coefficients [equations (1)^(3)], the values were set within a range from 0 to 7, the defining neighborhoods. To establish baseline parameters, the model was run with all values and then the output compared with a control dataset. In figure 10 the trend lines for the effects of implementing the various dilation coefficients are presented. The effects of the random-number generation procedure became apparent as the trend lines flattened. The effect was manifested as a change in total class membership per run. With dilation coefficients of 5 or greater, little variation in total membership occurred, and specifically for values of 6 or greater, it was only through the modification of random number fields that any growth or change occurred. The objective was to fit the predicted change with the control change as measured from the 1999 reference-class map. Figure 11 illustrates the comparison of the actual versus predicted with the best fit. Recall that access, relief, randomnumber generation, and the assigned transition probabilities were all held constant. The specific dilation coefficients selected were 3 for urban and 1 for flux.
Calibration
The primary technique or measure used in the calibration phase of the model involved correlation testing. The tests of the transition probabilities run specifically with the model included an evaluation of the variable settings for access and relief. Calibration in the cellular framework focused on building logical relationships between the parameter assignment and actual conditions. Calibrating the IDL-based model focused on the tuning of the parameters to align more closely with the reference data by inserting tables of transition probabilities into the main model. The transition probabilities (from table 2) were simply inserted into their respective model years, and the model was allowed to run for phase 1 of the IDL calibration. Once the basic model had been run, the adjustments of the parameters were based primarily on the accessibility and Figure 11. Basic fit between the 1999 simulated output and the reference data. Classes 1^4 are dense forest, secondary forest, agriculture, and urban, respectively. topographic relief constraints. It is possible to fit the output image to produce a remarkably good mimic of total urban area over the time series. A question does remain as to the potential overfitting of the data and possible miscalibration of the model based upon LUCC classification errors. The urban example (figure 12) did not overfit or use any calibration logic that was not corroborated by the correlations. Calibrating the entire model required many variations of the basic parameters. However, it was possible to narrow the range of possible parameter settings quickly. The example in figure 12 involved model runs. The transitions assigned new classes to new growth. This was the greatest error in the model. The newly modified and classed lands fit more predictably. Many existing cellular models insert truth datasets during the model run to rest the base image. This option, although relatively easy to implement and justified under the model assimilation rubric in physical models, was specifically not done so that the resultant image would be a product of the simulation rather than an artifact of continuous and recent adjustments.
Concluding comments
It is anticipated that, for the selected ISA, the landscape will periodically reflect an increase in fragmentation when new roads are constructed or when existing roads and trails are improved. Greater geographic accessibility provides an incentive to expand agriculture and to reap rewards from the sale of wood products and agricultural crops to market centers and product middlemen as access continues to improve. Although lands transitioning from secondary plant succession to forested conditions with time will increase the forest class, new areas will be converted to agriculture to satisfy the demand and opportunity for the sale of commercial products at formal and informal markets. If the use of fertilizers and technology in general becomes more widespread, the land parcels already in agricultural production, as a consequence of previous deforestation, may remain in production for a longer period of time, because the decay curve yields with diminished soil fertility and time will be flattened. Correspondingly, lands being converted to alternative land uses will decrease as they transition back to forest classes. However, greater geographic access, agricultural inputs, technology, and a greater regional (and possibly global) demand for agricultural products may serve as sufficient inducements for farmers to expand their agricultural base through extensification, even with the sustainment of production in previously deforested land parcels through intensification. Consequently, the landscape (at least in this ISA with its specific site and situation characteristics) may cycle from a landscape dominated by forest to one dominated by urban and agriculture, thereby reflecting a landscape interpretation via the metrics of homogeneity (forest), heterogeneity (forest^agriculture), and a return to homogeneity (agriculture). A true measure of spatial complexity as applied in the CA context is one not yet fully realized in the literature. The tools exist to build complex (in the complicated not complexity sense) models to predict LUCC in a variety of environments and time periods or to mimic such environments. By integrating new computational methods, data sources, and theory, the underpinnings of LUCC may be explored and future scenarios predicted. However, without further development of the theoretical foundations of complexity theory and spatial pattern, addressing, for instance,`what constitutes a model of good fit?' runs the risk of overspecification and the generation of unverifiable results and ungeneralizable models.
Although some local or landscape-level characteristics (for example, pattern metrics) can be predicted that meet traditional tests of significance (for example, see Messina and Walsh, 2001) , the complex-systems-based spatial pattern of a place remains unknown, possibly unknowable. Using CA as a spatial surrogate for statistical tests allows the assignment of class to place, an important element in spatially explicit simulation modeling. The issue of validating CA models will be taken up elsewhere, but no models found in the literature used a statistical validation technique. Many cellular models run complex calibration techniques, but no true validation. Continued development of CA procedures, including calibration and validation, are important, as are the specification and definition of rules, neighborhood conditions, and initial conditions. For population^environment research, spatial simulations within a CA environment offer new insights into the causes and consequences of LUCC. Compositional shifts as well as changes in the spatial organization of landscapes need to be characterized within CA models. At present, spatial organization is less well represented in the models than compositional shifts over space and time. Also, empirical data such as socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of social units having responsibility over lands they own or use are being captured through longitudinal and cross-sectional surveys and used to enable CA modelers to develop realistic growth rules from statistically significant relationships. The use of a satellite time series is an effective way to categorize LUCC and, for a deep-image time series, to calibrate the models by retaining an image exclusive from model building. Finally, GIS provides a spatially explicit framework for data handling, variable generation, and data visualization of model outputs. Although challenges persist, the opportunities for examining landscape change and assessing their implications within a`what if ' set of scenarios offers great potential for LUCC modelers and the broader population^environment community.
